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THEO D'I CH'NG T'I Warship Legend is an action-packed RPG game with 8 vs. 8 team battles in real time. Participate in massive naval warfare through the auto-matching system and expand your skills by using different tactics depending on the type of ship and role. As an interim commander of the joint fleet in the 1980s, you are obliged to fight against evil factions in the
shadows. After strategic challenges, sincere friendship and furious struggle; You will become the master of this huge ocean. Features: Idle RPGsystem - Set your fleets fighting while you are busy and thefighting will't stop, idle RPG system will auto-match the battle, gain new abilities and weapons, upgrade battleships with powerfulweapons and multiple skills, fleets will be
stronger when you back to the game. • Varies the competition content - Warship Legend offers diversified combat content. PvE Battle in the Storyline; Locations at the level are randomly generated on the map each time. Arena PvP battle, suitable for real-class battle from soldier to general, sails into the heart of the action in multiplayer PvP combat. Guild Battle, 8 vs 8 epic battle
in real time. They never get bored! Collection of hundreds of realistic warships and warplanes with special representative warships and warplanes of the modern naval system, destroyers, light cruisers, heavy cruisers, battleship, submarine, fighters, and especially the king of the seas - aircraft carriers that military players absolutely do not miss! • Guild system to create a super
fleet - Games with guild friends around the world, the Fleet Guild System provides a great platform for players to chat about tactics and combines the team game and fleet growth mechanism in one. • Amazing graphics, authentic sound effects. An exciting story line plus sensational graphics with incredible effects and stylish cut scenes create an atmosphere in which they fully
settle in and guarantee maximum enjoyment. • Unlock special cards - control your deck and improve your chances of survival! Earn XP and upgrade your bases with special skills and improved defense! Visit our Facebook page at: Attention! Warship Legend:Idle Captain can be downloaded and played for free, but some items and features can also be purchased for real money. If
you don't want to use these features, please configure your settings in your Google Play Store app and set up password protection for purchases. NOTE: A network connection is required. Warship Legend is an action-packed RPG game with 8 vs. 8 team battles in real time. Participate in massive naval warfare through the auto-matching system and expand your skills the use of
different tactics depending on the type of ship and role. As an interim commander of the joint fleet in the 1980s, you are obliged to fight against evil factions in the shadows. After strategic challenges, sincere friendship and furious struggle; they will be the master of this huge huge Idle RPG System Set ice your fleets to fight while you're busy and the battles won't stop, idle RPG
system will automatically match the battle, gain new skills and weapons, upgrade battleships with powerful weapons and multiple abilities, fleets will be stronger when you return to the game. PvE combat in action; Layer locations are randomly generated on the map for each time. Arena PvP battle, suitable for real-life military rank from soldier to general, sail into the heart of the
action in multiplayer PvP combat. Guild fight, 8 vs. 8 epic fight in real time. They never get bored! Collection of hundreds of realistic warships and warplanes with distinctive features Representative warships and warplanes of the modern naval system, destroyers, light cruisers, heavy cruisers, battleship, submarine, fighters, and especially the king of the seas - aircraft carriers that
military players absolutely do not miss... Guild system to create super fleet Play with guild friends around the world, the Fleet Guild System provides a great platform for players to chat about tactics and combines the team game and fleet growth mechanism in one. Amazing graphics, authentic sound effects - An exciting story line plus sensational graphics with incredible effects
and stylish editing scenes create an atmosphere. • Unlock special cards - control your deck and improve your chances of survival! Earn XP and upgrade your bases with special skills and improved defense! Visit our Facebook page at: Warship Legend: Idle RPG is free to download and play, but some items and features can also be purchased for real money. If you don't want to
use these features, please configure your settings in your Google Play Store app and set up password protection for purchases. NOTE: A network connection is required. In the game, it must read the resource files stored in the external memory required by the game. The game also generates local archived files. These functions require the permissions of read and write stores.
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WarshipLegend 1.8.0.1 Description WarshipLegend (package name: com.special.warshiplegend.idle) was developed by Strategy Gamez and the latest version of Warship Legend: Idle Captain 1.8.0.1 was updated on November 12, 2020. Warship Legend: Idle Captain belongs to the role-playing game category. You can check all warship Legend: Idle Captain apps and find 115
alternative apps to Warship Legend: Idle Captain on Android. Currently, this app is free. This app can be downloaded on Android 4.1+ on APKFab or Google Play. All APK/XAPK files on APKFab.com are original and 100% safe with quick download. Warship Legend is an action-packed RPG game with 8 vs. 8 team battles in real time. Participate in massive naval warfare through
the auto-matching system and expand your skills by using different tactics depending on the type of ship and role. As an interim commander of the joint fleet in the 1980s, you are obliged to fight against evil factions in the shadows. After strategic challenges, sincere friendship and furious struggle; you will become the master of this huge ocean. Features: Idle RPG system set their
fleets to fight while you are busy and the battles will not stop, idle RPG system will automatically match the battle, gain new skills and weapons, upgrade battleships with powerful weapons and multiple abilities, fleets will be stronger when you return to the game. PvE combat in action; Layer locations are randomly generated on the map for each time. Arena PvP battle, suitable for
real-life military rank from soldier to general, sail into the heart of the action in multiplayer PvP combat. Guild fight, 8 vs. 8 epic fight in real time. They never get bored! Collection of hundreds of realistic warships and warplanes with distinctive features Representative warships and warplanes of the modern naval system, destroyers, light cruisers, heavy cruisers, battleship,
submarine, fighters, and especially the king of the seas - aircraft carriers that military players absolutely do not miss... Guild system to create super fleet Play with guild friends around the world, the Fleet Guild System provides a great platform for players to chat about tactics and combines the team game and fleet growth mechanism in one. Amazing graphics, authentic sound
effects - An exciting story line plus sensational graphics with incredible effects and stylish editing scenes create an atmosphere. • Unlock special cards - control your deck and improve your chances of survival! Earn XP and upgrade your bases with special skills and improved defense! Visit our Facebook page at: Naval Idle Captain can be downloaded and played for free, but
some items and features can also be purchased for real money. If you do not want to use them, you want to Please configure your settings in your Google Play Store app and set up password protection for purchases. NOTE: A network connection is required. WarshipLegend 1.8.0.1 Update [What's New] -12 New Legendary Warships: Amagi, Legendary Izumo, North Carolina,
Nelson, Provence, FUSO, South Dakota, Colorado, Nagato, King George V, Queen Elizabeth and Scharnhorst -5 New Titan War Ships: Cleaner, Precursor, Sain, Madness, Retribution -New Feature: Mysterious Roulette -New Feature: Medal of Honor [Optimization] - Optimized Evolution Feature in Dockyard, Auto Fill Feature is now available - Daily Reward
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